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Past Geophysical and Remote Sensing Investigations



GOAL: 
To survey the area north & east 
of the fort existing replica 

RATIONALE:  
new interpretations of L&C 
journals and re-evaluation of 
the landform suggest the fort 
may have been NE of the replica
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The Challenges: 

The fort was a short term use structure, with limited 
subsurface impacts of the kind GPR recognizes 

The inferred palisade trench would be the only element of 
the fort that had subsurface impacts (other than perhaps 
pits and other non-structural elements) 

The ground has been substantially disturbed since the fort 
was abandoned, including by ambitious archaeologists 

Past research projects (including remote sensing/
geophysical surveys) were limited, not consistently 
referenced in space, not fully reported, or carried out with 
dated equipment (sometimes all the above!)



Fieldwork crew (WSU unless otherwise noted):
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Fieldwork: 
        2 rounds — April 15 & 16, 2022 and September 23, 2022


fieldwork completed under late winter (saturated) and late summer (dry) 
conditions


Why? GPR signals respond differently to moisture in different circumstances 
(typically moisture/water obscures things, as it decreases contrasts)



GPR Fundamentals
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Fieldwork in April 2022


Total Station Mapping

GPR data collection

GPS data collection



GPR Demonstration on April 23, 2022



Processing & Visualization of Data in the Field
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RESULTS!
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RESULTS — GRID 2
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CONCLUSIONS — Ground Penetrating Radar

Overall we got reasonably good results. 

We were quite limited in the way we were able to 
survey, given the ground cover situation. 

We didn’t find the fort … but hard to say for sure. 

We did find other archaeological investigations 
(excavations, trenches), tree roots, utility features. 



ADDITIONAL WORK? 

Not a clear path forward for geophysical methods, though a 
larger project could be mounted (I’d have to hand that off to 
someone else).


Ultimately, excavations are required to validate geophysical 
methods in situations like these.


There is some value in narrowing down the haystack — that is, 
considering more refined approaches to landscape potential 
(suitability, defensiveness, access) using GIS tools 



Questions? Thoughts? Comments?


